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Abstract— Learning management systems are becoming more and more important in the learning process in both educational and corporate settings. They can nowadays even be used to server actual courses to the learner. However, one important feature is missing in learning management systems: personalization. In this paper we look into this issue of personalization that enables courses to be adapted to the knowledge level and learning preferences of the user. We shortly review the state of the art in adaptive systems that allow creating adaptive courses. Then, exemplified in the popular LMS called CLIX we look at the authoring of an adaptive Business English course. We demonstrate how such a static course can be made adaptive by using the GALE adaptive engine. We then show that GALE can be integrated into CLIX, and in other LMSs as well, so that personalization and adaptation can become widely established technology.

Index Terms— adaptive learning engines, integration, learning management systems, personalization

I. INTRODUCTION

A Learning Management System (LMS) is a system that allows the tracking and managements of learners as well as actually providing a learning environment for those learners. Many LMSs nowadays support providing complete courses to their learners, which allows learners to learn course material from any location at anytime. However, all LMSs thus far that provide courses only support static courses which are not tailored towards their specific learners.

The key to creating a responsive learning environment that motivates, engages and inspires learners, and through this leads to better learning results, is personalization. Personalization enables the environment to present the most appropriate, interesting and challenging learning activities, while it avoids learning resources that only present knowledge the learner already has, and also avoids learning material that is beyond the reach of the learner at the time (but it may present that material later, after the learner has acquired the necessary prerequisite knowledge). Organizations that use learning environments like universities and corporations realize more and more that personalization is a key to creating acceptance of the technology for technology enhanced learning by the end users.

Personalization in courses is achieved through adaptive learning technology. Learning technology uses designed intelligence to perform the adaptation. Research has brought forward several adaptive learning frameworks that facilitates. If we look at the wider field of adaptive hypermedia adaptive engines, which also include engines that are not only tailored for adaptive courses but other adaptive applications as well, the most well known systems include AHA! [1], InterBook [2], and APeLs [3]). AHA! is an Open Source adaptive hypermedia system mainly used in education domain. It supports several adaptation techniques like adaptive guiding, link annotation, link hiding, and adaptive presentation support. AHA! is currently the most widely used adaptive hypermedia system. Interbook provides an environment for authoring and serving adaptive online textbooks. It supports adaptive navigation that guides the users in their hyperspace exploration. The guidance is visualized by using annotations (e.g. icons, fonts, and colors). Adaptive Personalized eLearning Service (APeLs) is a multi-model, metadata driven adaptive hypermedia system that separates the narrative, content, and learner into different models. The adaptive engine in APeLs is a rule-based engine that produces a model for personalized courses based on a narrative and the learner model.

In the GRAPPLE Project we are currently building a new and improved adaptive engine, based on our experience with AHA!. This new engine, named GALE (which stands for GRAPPLE Adaptive Learning Environment), intends to be more flexible and powerful than the old AHA!, while also providing an authoring environment which allows teachers to easily create adaptive courses. GALE is built to excel and distinguish itself from previous work in the following selection of points:

- It (learns and then) knows about the learner's preferences, e.g. in terms of preferred types of activities or learning material and the order in which they appear, etc.
- It keeps track of the learner's knowledge and skills, in a fine-grained user model. This model may be distributed over different courses and even different engines.
- It allows the use and reuse of data on the Web, so that existing non-adaptive courses and other Web resources can be easily used and transformed into adaptive courses.
- The Grapple framework facilitates exchange of user model information between courses and engines, so that moving between companies or universities does not need to mean loss of data and force learners to start from scratch elsewhere. This exchange of data is based on semantic technologies.
- The presentation style is now also adaptive, e.g. the engine can present a different presentation style based on the preferences and skills of the user. The presentation style can also be adapted to external

1 http://www.grapple-project.org/
styles, for example to match a corporate presentation style

- It adapts the learning experience through adaptive presentation techniques and through adaptive navigation support [4]. Adaptive presentation means that either the information presented to the learner, the presentation form, and/or the activity type, (or all of these,) are adapted.

- GALE offers explicit support for adaptive simulation (e.g. adaptation based on workflows) and support for learning environments in a Virtual Reality setting

However, the main goal of the GRAPPLE Project is to integrate adaptive functionality in existing LMSs, so that the many users of these systems world-wide can start profit from the now mature technology of adaptive learning (i.e. most large LMSs are represented in the project). In this paper we discuss the integration of adaptive technology in one of those LMSs named CLIX. In section 2 we introduce CLIX and we show the existing non-adaptive course on Business English as it can currently be served in CLIX directly, i.e. non-adaptive. Than we show in section 3 how we transform the business English course in an adaptive course by using the Graphical Author tool for AHA! and the GALE adaptive engine. Finally we show how we currently (as a first prototype) integrated GALE within the CLIX LMS.

II. A NON-ADAPTIVE COURSE DISPLAYED IN A LMS

In this section the structure of the widely used Learning Management System CLIX\(^2\) is described as an example Learning Management Systems. First, we briefly describe the CLIX system architecture and as such identify typical common features of Learning Management Systems. Subsequently, we explain how a course (in this case a Business English course) and its content are typically added to a LMS and how learners can access it. We further explain what a tutor has to do, when he/she wants to adapt the content of a course to the diverse characteristics of different learners.

A. The CLIX system architecture

As many Learning Management Systems the CLIX learning platform is a classic web application for which the user needs merely a web browser (client). The client is connected using TCP/IP to communicate with a web server.

\(^2\) http://www.im-c.com/
C. A non-adaptive course

In this section we describe how a course is typically created in a LMS. For this example we use a business English course entitled "Ten days in Manchester" which is based on a course offered by the BBC world service. The course consists of ten learning units with six lessons each.

When authoring a new application in an LMS, every learning object which should be part of a course has to be created and added to the LMS repository or an external one which is accessible by the LMS. Afterwards these learning objects are arranged in the syllabus of the course. Subsequently, the learners are enrolled for the created course. Every enrolled learner will see the same content ("one size fits all approach"). Unfortunately, this does not take into account the diversity of learners. Learners differ in many respects. In business settings, learners have for example different previous knowledge, skills, or job and learning goals, respectively. They may have even different learning styles. This diversity of learners is not taken into account by current LMSs when offering course material.

Consider for instance a learner that already has basic knowledge about business English and a learner that has no business English experience at all. In current LMS this means that you can either force the advanced learner to go through the whole course, bothering him with beginner concepts she already knows, or you can create separate beginner and advanced courses even though you cannot tailor advanced courses to the exact knowledge of the user as this can vary on a per user basis. Now also consider that some users are slow learners (e.g. need many examples), while other learn much more quickly and only need one example to learn about a concept. It is clear that creating separate specific courses for groups of users is not feasible if you consider even several user characteristics, while it is very laborious and very inflexible, i.e. it is impossible to adapt to specific learning characteristics for hundreds of learners. This problem can be addressed by an adaptive system which allows a personalized delivery of a course to learners. In the following section it is described how this business English course can be made adaptive by considering different learner properties.

D. An adaptive course displayed in a LMS

In this section we describe how the previously described business English course (or any other web content) can be processed in such a way to become adaptive.

The authoring process mainly involves two steps. First, the existing content is stored in single XHTML files, one for every single lesson (concept). This can be done straightforwardly, because the static content of the web-based course already exists in several HTML pages. Second, rules have to be created expressing the adaptive behavior. For this purpose we used the Graphical Author tool for AHA! [5]. It allows creating adaptive web-based systems by using a graphical interface.

In this example, the adaptive Business English course takes into account the following learner characteristics and properties: previous knowledge, job role, test results, preferred learning activities, and the user platform. The menu structure of the course is influenced by a learner's previous knowledge, her job role, and her preferred learning activities. If a lesson fits these properties it is annotated in the course menu with an icon signalizing if this recommended or not. This adaptation technology is known as adaptive navigation support [4,6]. In other words, these three properties can be seen as preconditions: if a lesson matches both the learner's job role and the preferred learning activity, and the learner has not already visited this lesson, then this lesson is recommended for this learner. Such a condition can be created with the Graphical Author tool by dragging lines from the learner characteristics to the lesson. These lines are translated into rules in the adaptation process later on. The Graphical Author tool contains some predefined rules, e.g. the precondition that we introduced earlier, but also allows the creation of new ones. Figure 3 displays a screenshot of some created rules. With these rules it is defined which lessons are recommended for a certain preferred learning activity. This is done in the same way for job roles.

The example uses a very simple rule:

```
<setdefault location ="destination.suitability" combination="AND">___source.interest
</setdefault>
```

Put into words, this rule says that if the "interest" attribute of the source (beginning of the arrow) is true, then the "suitable" attribute of the destination (end of the arrow) is also true.

---

3 http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/business/tendays/index.shtml
It is further possible not only to adapt the menu presentation but also the content itself by taking into account the test results. This is explained in more detail in another paper [7]. In this paper an adaptive web based training multimedia course on business English was created with a learning time of about 5 hours. It was used to demonstrate adaptive learning concepts to learners, authors and training providers. The authored course can be visited on http://www.learning-demo.eu/.

In the next section it is outlined how an adaptive course can be integrated in a LMS in a simple way.

III. INTEGRATION BETWEEN CLIX AND GALE

In this section we introduce a first prototype which delivers an adaptive business English course to learners. In this solution both presentation and adaptation process are done by GALE, while the GALE engine is seamlessly integrated in the LMS system. The login name of the LMS user is send to GALE in order to identify the correct user and to adapt the content presentation according the user's user model and the defined adaptation rules (section II.II.D). In case there is no existing record for this learner in the GALE user model (UM), a new one will be created in order to a learner’s properties and to keep track of the learner’s domain knowledge. The LMS can communicate with GALE either through the GALE event-based Web service or through HTTP messages (Figure 4). Subsequently, we describe a first prototype using the second approach.
Communication within the GRAPPLE framework is facilitated by the Event Bus Web Service. Applications (LMS, but also the GRAPPLE components) that connect with the Grapple Framework subscribe via the Event Bus. Every application can set a list of event types in which it is interested and every application can post events of a specified type to the Event Bus. If an application posts an event to the Event Bus it will send this to all listening applications that specified interest in that type of event. The listening application can then process the event and if needed send an event-reply. The GRAPPLE event bus abstracts from the need that every GRAPPLE component needs to be exactly aware about which LMS (or other application) accesses it. The Event Bus also simplifies the process of adding new components to the Framework and facilitates distribution of components (as the components might have instances running at several locations).

The UMF facilitates exchange of user data between LMS (or other application) and the GALE adaptive engine, but also between different LMSs or different applications in possible different instances of the GALE adaptive engine. Examples of what might be exchanged between GALE and LMS are for instance a measure of progress with the adaptive course from GALE to LMS and the results for a specific test in the LMS to GALE (which allows blending LMS capabilities like taking tests) with the GALE’s adaptive course. Exchange between GALE applications allows reuse of data between similar domains, e.g. we could estimate from a regular English course what a users level is when starting the business English course. The UMF is based on the use of a standardized syntax (based on the W3C RDF recommendation\(^4\)) and mappings to bridge semantic differences, while at the same time providing a core ontology that is useful for most LMSs and the GALE adaptive engine.

The Single Sign-On facility is needed to safely and securely integrate user authentication between systems. This is vital when seamlessly integrating LMS and GALE, but also necessary within the GRAPPLE system if the user uses different adaptive applications in GALE under different accounts. Determining the user identity in this way enables

\(^4\) http://www.w3.org/RDF/
reuse of user data and therefore takes away the burden of the user to (explicitly or implicitly) provide this data to the system time and again. As several Single Sign-On frameworks are already openly available, we choose to reuse such a system named Shibboleth.5

Even though the GRAPPLE Framework Architecture is much more complex than our first prototype, its integration with LMSs is not much more complex at all as the LMS simply only has to implement some Event Bus calls to start using the framework. This pays off enormously with some very useful features like secure SSO and user model exchange functionality.

V. CONCLUSION

As LMSs get used more and more in learning environments in both academia and corporate settings, the lack of personalization in these systems starts to become an issue. In this paper we showed that a static course, exemplified by a Business English course in the CLIX LMS, can be easily transformed into an adaptive course using the GALE engine. We also described our efforts to integrate the GALE engine in LMSs like CLIX. While we mainly highlighted a first prototype implementation that is finished and available, we also outlined our current work in extending this integration work by creating the GRAPPLE Framework which provides a powerful adaptive learning environments with features like Single Sign-On, user model data exchange, and a flexible GALE engine that allows reuse of course material.
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